
If you love artists such as Joyryde, Ghastly, and Moksi, check out Bass House District from W. A. 

Production. 

 

Bass House, like a perfectly mixed drink consisting of all the right rhythmic and bass elements of house 

music and just the right amount of modern-day dubstep sounds. No need to purchase multiple packs to 

get all the sounds you need to make a strong bass house, we've included everything you need into one 

solid collection. 

 

We know you are going to love this pack once you dive in and begin creating with these amazing melody 

loops, drum loops, one-shot drum and synth sounds, as well as our custom Bass House presets for 

Serum, Spire, and Sylenth1. 

 

Included in this sample pack are a variation of different instrument sounds and playing type. For 

instance, with our hi-hat samples you will have open and closed hi-hats, acoustic kit elements such as a 

hi-hat hit when brushed, when operated by the foot pedal, and the tap of the hi-hat stand. All are crisp, 

perfectly EQ'd and rendered to the best quality. 

 

How about snare sounds? We have included electro snares, acoustic snares that snap, pop, and thud,  

layered punchy snap snares and more. Our drum loops offer the best patterns to showcase the diversity 

of the kind of kits that you can build from the sounds in this pack. 

 

For your drop, we have included some seriously intense effects for your build/riser, the explosive drop, 

and of course down lifters that are like watching, waiting for the smoke to clear to see what will arise 

from the ashes. 

 

How about some dub-influenced dirty bass wubs or a melody with vocal phrasing? From start to finish, 

we have everything you need to create the ultimate bass house tracks. All the right samples that will 

make your bass house mix sound better than the rest are right here inside Bass House District from W. 

A. Production. 

 

This pack contains the following: 

53 Melody Loops (+ MIDI); 

50 Synth Shots; 

11 Presets for Serum; 

43 Presets for Spire; 



25 Presets for Sylenth1; 

27 Drum Loops; 

20 Claps and Snares; 

20 Cymbals; 

20 FX; 

10 Kicks; 

100% Royalty-Free. 

 

Synth Presets Compatibility: 

Please Use Spire Version 1.1.16 Or Higher; 

Please Use Serum Version 1.28b6 Or Higher; 

Compatible With Sylenth 2.21Beta & Version 3.0.5 Or Higher. 


